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Introduction 
Many DOE nuclear facilities have aged 

beyond their useful lifetimes. They need to be 
decommissioned in order to be safe for human 
presence in the short term, to eventually 
recover valuable materials they contain, and 
ultimately to be transitioned to alternative uses 
or green field conditions. Decontamination and 
dismantlement are broad classes of activities 
that will enable these changes to occur. Most 
of these facilities - uranium enrichment plants, 
weapons assembly plants, research and 
production reactors, and fuel recycling 
facilities - are dormant, though periodic 
inspection, surveillance and maintenance 
activities within them are on-going. DOE 
estimates that there are over 5000 buildings 
that require deactivation to reduce the costs of 
performing such work with manual labor. In 
the long term, 1200 buildings will be 
decommissioned, and millions of metric tons 
of metal and concrete will have to be recycled 
or disposed of. The magnitude of the problem 
calls for new approaches that are far more cost 
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effective than currendy available techniques. 
This paper describes two technologies that are 
viable solutions for facility D&D. 

Objectives 
While facility transitioning is 

inevitable, there are no specific regulatory 
drivers that mandate it. Furthermore, there are 
no release standards for the materials within 
facilities that represent a significant economic 
resource, nor are there means to safely dispose 
of materials that cannot be recycled. The 
current strategy, therefore, is to make facilities 
"cheap to keep" while these broader issues are 
addressed by all stakeholders. In the 
meantime, all facilities have to be monitored 
and guarded to minimize environmental, 
health and security risks. 

Deactivation (removal of 
radiologically active material) and deinventory 
(removal of nuclear material) are means to 
reduce the costs and risks associated with 
facility surveillance and monitoring; health 
physics, maintenance and security personnel 
will be able to work around and within 
facilities with reduced worker protection 
requirements, thus enabling them to work 
more effectively and efficiently. Selective 
equipment removal, in which some part of a 
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facility is extricated while minimally 
disturbing surrounding objects, will thus be 
particularly relevant in the near term. The 
motivation for selective equipment removal is 
to remove highly contaminated components 
from an area that is otherwise relatively clean 
thus lowering the overall average level of 
contamination and reducing worker protection 
and security requirements. The operation has 
to be selective because any and everything 
removed represents a waste stream that must 
be dealt with. 

In the longer term the scope and scale 
of facility D&D will increase dramatically. 
The future work agenda will extend beyond 
isolated equipment removal to complete 
dismantlement of apparatuses and 
decontamination of entire buildings. As 
materials are removed, component 
decontamination, size reduction and packaging 
techniques will become critical elements of the 
overall D&D strategy. Likewise, sensor 
surveys and mapping will extend beyond 
surveillance and become the mechanisms to 
assure that reduction of contamination is in 
compliance with applicable regulations and 
that facility closure is possible. 

To keep within ALARA standards and 
minimize worker exposure to radiation and 
other hazards, these tasks have to be 
performed with robots and other remote 
equipment to the maximum extent possible. 
Remote D&D tasks require manipulators to 
move objects and position end effectors; the 
size and extent of most facilities dictates the 
need for transporters, such as mobile robots 
and overhead gantries, to move the 
manipulators. All of these systems need have 
to have capability, durability, and productivity 
rivaling human counterparts in order to 
execute the D&D work agenda in a timely, 
cost effective manner. 

3L 

While not new to the nuclear industry, 
currently available remote equipment is 
impotent relative to the breadth and magnitude 
of the work to be performed.Traditional 
teleoperated systems rely on a human operator 
to direct the entire task, though most of his 
effort is spent controlling basic functions and 
coordinating motions of the robot rather than 
addressing the work task itself. Furthermore, 
operator interfaces are cumbersome; the 
predominant source of information about the 
work environment is gathered by remote 
viewing cameras and displayed as 
conventional (2-D) video images. All told, 
these factors typically reduce the productivity 
of remote work to a mere 10% of the 
equivalent manual laborer. 

To approach the efficiency and 
effectiveness of a human worker, tasks will 
have to be performed with some degree of 
automation, in which many aspects of 
execution are delegated to robot controllers 
and other software. Automation requires 
knowledge of workspace geometry; success in 
the manufacturing domain is attributable to 
rigging the environment and to a priori 
information about part sizes and locations 
relative to the robot However, blueprints and 
as-built drawings of most DOE facilities do 
not exist. Enabling technologies for D&D are 
robotic perception systems that collect data 
from the remote site and use it to model the 
geometry of the robot's workspace as it is 
discovered. 

DOE facilities pose unique challenges 
to the design of an appropriate perception 
system. Typical facilities are much larger than 
the robots that will operate in them, which 
implies that data from multiple sensor 
viewpoints must be merged to construct a 
complete model. Complexity of the 
environment - large numbers of objects, 
tremendous variation in scale, and complicated 



arrangements - add to the difficulty. 
Fortunately, all objects in the facility are man-
made, which limits the types and shapes of 
objects that will be encountered in the model 
building phase. Further, most objects can be 
modeled by simple geometric descriptions and 
can be readily identified by a human observer. 
A third challenge then is to devise a system 
that takes maximum advantage of the human's 
object recognition ability while minimally 
burdening him. 

Approach 
DOE's approach to D&D robotics 

emphasizes modularity: hardware 
(manipulators, transporters, tools, sensors, 
control consoles) and software (controllers, 
perception systems, planners and data 
processing) can be assembled into systems 
according to task needs and infrastructure 
constraints. A key hardware element is the 
mobile worksystem, which provides remote 
capabilities to operate tools, manipulate and 
package contaminated objects, and position 
sensors. In Phase I of this project, an existing 
teleoperated worksystem (the Remote Work 
Vehicle - originally developed for accident 
recovery at Three Mile Island) was upgraded 
with contemporary computer controllers and 
tested in mock-ups representative of DOE 
facilities requiring D&D. Using the results 
from Phase I, a next generation mobile 
worksystem, "Rosie", was designed and built. 

The most important attribute of the 
Rosie mobile worksystem is its ability to 
address a variety of relevant D&D problems. 
Tools will be deployed by a high reach 
telescoping boom capable of positioning 2000 
lbs. throughout a large work envelope. Tools 
currently envisaged include pipe shears, 
impact wrenches and grippers for 
dismantlement; CO2 blasters, coating sprayers 
and laser ablation systems for 

decontamination; scabblers for concrete 
surfacing; and grapplers for moving heavy 
objects. The boom is mounted on an omni
directional wheeled locomotor, a configuration 
that is well-matched to the primarily flat floor 
world of DOE facilities. Rosie is built meet 
D&D challenges: it can withstand the rigors of 
heavy work over periods of years, its mobility 
makes it self-deploying, and its design 
incorporates spare power and controls for the 
addition of a variety of tools. In addition, Rosie 
combines dexterity with high strength its 
power & signal tether provides reliable 
communications and allows unlimited work 
duration. 

A crucial software component of 
robotic D&D is Task Space Scene Analysis 
(TSS A) in which a computer constructs a 
geometric model of the region in which the 
robot is performing its task. With such 
information available, that automatic control 
techniques can be used to speed task execution 
relative to conventional teleoperation. Prior 
and related ongoing TSS A efforts witfiin DOE 
emphasize human interaction: approaches in 
which the operator matches and adjusts the 
registration of object models to observed data. 
To complement these, we developed a semi
automatic task space scene analysis system, 
called "Artisan". 

Artisan builds a virtual world for 
remote D&D operations by constructing 3-D 
models of a robot's work environment using 
data from a scanning laser rangefinder. Planar 
and quadric surface representations of objects 
are then incorporated into a task space model 
that can be viewed and analyzed by the 
operator, accessed by motion planning and 
robot safeguarding algorithms, and ultimately 
used by the operator to instruct the robot at a 
level much higher than teleoperation. All of 
this occurs with a minimum of human 
interaction. 



Rosie provides all of the necessary 
locomotion and heavy lifting capabilities to 
perform D&D tasks remotely using a baseline 
of teleoperation. Two forms of power are 
available at the boom tip for tooling: 20A @ 
120 VAC electric and 15 gpm @ 3,000 psi 
hydraulic. Together with surplus control 
channels, these allow addition of a wide 
variety of devices ranging from hand-tools to 
large demolition and decontamination 
equipment. Rosie is designed to deploy DOE's 
Arm Work Module (DAWM), a pair of 
Schilling manipulators on a five degree of 
freedom positioning platform, at the end of its 
boom for tasks requiring dexterity. Heavier 
tools, such as jack hammers, can be substituted 
for the DAWM to address additional tasks. A 
list of tasks and tools that Rosie supports is 
presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Rosie tooling attachments for D&D tasks 

Tasks Targets Tools 

Decontamination • Surface washdown 
• Hot spot removal 
• Surface removal 
• Sealant application 

• Concrete walls & floors 
• Structural supports 

pressurized water sprayer 
C0 2 pellet blaster 
scabbier 
laser ablation system 
coating sprayer 

Component 
Removal 
& 
Size 
Reduction 

• Mechanical it 
disassembly 

• Drilling 
« Metal plate cutting 
• Pipe cutting 
• Crushing 

• Ventilation ducts 
• Electrical power components 
• Process tanks, vessels & 

piping 
> Waste storage drums 
• Lighting fixtures & supports 

Fuel elements 

• hydraulic shear 
abrasive grinder/saw 

• reciprocating saw 
• grappler 
» drum handler 
• impact wrench 
> concrete crusher 

Demolition • Metal cutting 
• Concrete cutting 
• Coring 
• Drilling 
• Hammering 

• Steel support members 
• Reinforced concrete 
• Reactor vessels, tanks, piping 

& fuel pool liners 
• Lead shielding 
• Concrete floors &walls 

• high pressure water jet 
• hydraulic shear 
• plasma arc cutter 
» diamond wire saw 
> jack hammer 

pry bar 

Debris 
Collection 
& 
Waste 
Handling 

• Grasping 
• Compaction 
• Containerization 
• Container transport 

Dry fines 
Liquids 

• Concrete rubble 
• Metal scrap 

Nuclear material 

gripper 
scoop or bucket 

• vacuum 
• electromagnet 
• drum handler 

lecnnoiogy inscr ipt ion 
Rosie Mobile Worksystem 

Rosie (Figure 1) is a omni-directional 
locomotor with a rotating turret upon which a 
telescoping boom is mounted. The locomotor 
is 2 m wide by 2.9 m long and 1.1m high four-
wheel drive/four-wheel steer mechanism diat 
provides and distributes hydraulic and 
electrical power and computing capabilities for 
all manipulation, tooling and sensing 
functions. The locomotor has on-board tether 
management and is connected via a multi-
conductor umbilical to an off-board electrical 
power distribution unit and control station. The 
boom is a high-payload, long-reach arm that 
can carry up to 770 kg with a 6,800 Nm 
moment load at a distance of 6.1 m from its 
shoulder joint. 
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Figure 1: Rosie mobile worksystem 



Rosie has multiple on-board cameras 
with pointing and lens control functions for 
remote viewing and stereo microphones for 
audio feedback. The worksystem can also 
operate as a telerobot; because all of Rosie's 
motions are servo-controlled, all movements 
can be directed by a human operator at a 
remote console or by another computer. 
Rosie's control and communications 
architecture is designed to accommodate the 
addition of sensors connection to additional 
processors through RTDP-standard interfaces. 

Rosie is designed to withstand the same 
rigors of prolonged operation and occasional 
abuse experienced by heavy construction 
equipment, The worksystem is able to survive 
inadvertent collisions with obstacles while 
driving or manipulating. As much as possible, 
all cables and hoses are protected from damage 
by running them internal to the structure or 
protecting them in guides. Simplicity has been 
emphasized and key areas are over-designed to 
reduce the likelihood of failure. Furthermore, 
critical components in the electrical and 
hydraulics subsystems are modular and easily 
accessed to facilitate replacement. Entire 
modules, such as the tether reel and the 
electronics enclosure, can be removed for 
maintenance. 

Artisan Task Space Scene Analysis System 
An Artisan session begins when the 

operator instructs the system to acquire several 
images of the scene. Artisan uses a scanning 
laser range finder which produces both a range 
image and a reflectance image, both of which 
are displayed on the workstation screen. Since 
the field of view of the sensor is usually larger 
than the area that the operator wishes to work 
on, he restricts the system's attention to a 
particular region of interest by drawing a box 
around it. The operator then indicates what 
objects Artisan should expect to find in that 
pre-defined object types and sizes. Artisan uses 

these operator-provided "clues" to determine 
the exact location and dimensions of these 
objects in the scene. First, it creates a Cartesian 
mesh from die range data in the region of 
interest. This mesh is then segmented into 
planar and quadric patches. Planar patches 
indicate flat surfaces, such as walls, floors and 
I-beams, while quadric patches are parts of 
curved surfaces like pipes, tanks and valves. 
Artisan then automatically tries to match these 
surface patches to geometric descriptions of 
die objects that the operator identified earlier 
and displays the results. 

For each object recognized, the 
operator can either accept or reject what 
Artisan recognized. Accepted objects then 
appear in a world model at the locations that 
Artisan has calculated. This process of range 
date collection, processing and user interaction 
continues until the operator is satisfied with the 
3-D model of die robot's workspace. The 
entire process from range image acquisition 
through object recognition takes about three 
minutes on an SGI Indigo workstation. 

When Artisan is running, the 
workstation screen appears like the layout 
shown in Figure 2. The upper left quadrant 
contains data from the scanning laser 
rangefinder displayed as a range image (on the 
left) and intensity image (on the right). In the 
range image, distance is encoded by a gray 
scale; objects in the foreground are dark while 
objects in the background are light The lower 
left screen section shows die ranger data as a 
segmented mesh; die world model is displayed 
using a robot simulation package in the lower 
right. All Artisan functions are accessed 
through the main menu window in die upper 
right. 

The Artisan software system consists 
of six modules and described in Table 2 and 
shown as a block diagram in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2: Artisan screen layout 

Table 2: Artisan Modules 

Artisan Main Menu 
(AMM) 

Allows the operator to acquire images, to choose object models from a library 
that should be found in a selected region of interest, and to verify object matches 

Range Image Module 
(RIM) 

Acquires range/reflectance images; applies temporal and spatial filters to range 
images; generates meshes from range data 

Range Image 
Display Module (RIDM) 

Displays range and reflectance images; allows selection of a region of interest by 
the user; provides image enhancements for viewing purposes 

Mesh Display Module 
(MDM) 

Displays meshes and models generated by other modules; allows the user to 
resize matched object models and view objects from arbitrary viewpoints 

Task Space Scene 
Analysis Module (TSSA) 

Segments mesh data into planar & quadric patches; matches the operator-
selected models to mesh patches; resizes models to match mesh data 

Presentation & Robot 
Control Module (PRCM) 

Receives object models after the operator has accepted them; performs path 
planning based on the models and interfaces to a real robot 
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Figure 3: Artisan system block diagram 

To develop, test and demonstrate 
Artisan, we constructed a mock-up containing 
objects representative of selective equipment 
removal scenarios (pipes, tanks, conduits, I-
beams, etc.) as the target scene. We also 
developed simplistic graphical programming 
example to illustrate the viability of the 
approach for telerobotic selective equipment 
removal. In this case, an industrial manipulator 
was situated in front of the mock-up such that 
it could reach most of the objects in i t The 
same manipulator was also displayed in the 
robot workcell simulation using the TeleGRIP 
package. Objects recognized by Artisan then 
appeared in the workcell at the correct location 

relative to the simulated manipulator, which 
was then commanded to follow a trajectory 
along one of the object's surfaces (to simulate 
a spraying or washdown decontamination 
process). The simulated manipulator 
performed the task successfully, i.e., there 
were no collisions with other objects and the 
full path was within die manipulator's 
workspace, after which the operator instructed 
the real manipulator to perform the same task 
by downloading the trajectory from the 
simulation to the robot's controller. The 
physical robot then performed the same action. 
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Benefits 
As shown in Figure 4, capable remote 

equipment is the foundation upon which all 
remote D&D operations rest. When combined 
with appropriate tooling and sensors, Rosie 
provides the ability to do a variety of remote 
work tasks. Building upon such fundamental 
capabilities, more ambitious goals of cost 
effectiveness can be achieved. Artisan 
represents a means to help D&D robot 
operators perform tasks faster and safer by 
enabling 3-D user interfaces and preview of 
actions in simulation. The same geometric 
information enables automatic collision 
checking and trajectory generation. Once those 
technologies are integrated to D&D 
worksystems, the benefits of automation will 
begin to be realized. The addition of advanced 
task planning techniques will increase cost 
effectiveness even further. Table 4 lists several 
benefits of mobile worksystems like Rosie; 
Table 3 lists benefits of layering on perception 
systems like Artisan in concert with robotic 
control techniques. 

Future Work 
Our efforts in Phase III will build upon 

the prior phases to validate our technologies in 
realistic operating scenarios and to create a 
foundation for application to DOE problems. 
In collaboration with RTDP we will test and 
demonstrate Rosie's core capabilities in a 
series of cold tests. Results from these 
exercises will be used to identify the need for 
modifications that increase its relevance, 
responsiveness and appropriateness for near 
term D&D missions. Likewise Artisan will be 
extensively cold-tested to rigorously and 
honestly assess its accuracy, cost of 
implementation, ease of use, and how it can be 

most effectively be applied to improve overall 
task performance. 

In the Robotics Testing and 
Assessment Facility at ORNL, DOE is 
creating some very realistic mock-ups that 
essentially duplicate several DOE facilities, 
including the INEL "Rover" fuel processing 
cells, a Fernald oxidation hearth, and the CP-5 
reactor at Argonne. A complete scenario for 
D&D of one of these facilities will be devised 
and detailed, and Rosie and Artisan will be 
combined with other elements of the D&D 
Robotics Program to function together as an 
integrated solution to execute that scenario. 
The resulting performance data from this full 
scale exercise will not only prove the viability 
of remote technologies, but establish both a 
precedent and an experience base for future 
hot deployment 
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Figure 4: Evolution of D&D Robotics 

Table 3: Benefits of Artisan and automatic controls 

EM Goal Artisan/Automatic Control Features Benefits Offered 

Reduction of 
Occupational Risks 

remote mapping of facilities and 
structures 

No human exposure to hazardous material to generate 
facility maps and models 

Reduction of 
Occupational Risks 

automatic obstacle avoidance and 
collision-free path planning 

Reduced robot operator fatigue 

Improved Operations accurate 3-D model generation Robot operator interfaces with 3-D graphical displays 
Development of as-built facility maps and drawings 

Improved Operations 

3-D models generated using recently 
gathered data 

Facility models can be continually updated as D&D 
tasks proceed 

Improved Operations 

automatic motion control Precise execution of intended motions 

Improved Operations 

automatic sub-task execution Operator attention focused on task not robot 
Reduction of 
Environmental Impact 

automatic obstacle avoidance and 
collision-free path planning 

Fewer inadvertent collisions with contaminated 
equipment 

Reduced Costs and 
Time for Remediation 

automatic motion control and sub-task 
execution 

Faster execution of operator-directed actions 
Reduced robot operator fatigue 

Minimal Secondary 
Waste Generation 

automatic motion control and sub-task 
execution 

Optimized movement of decontamination equipment 

Applicability to 
Multiple DOE Sites 

3-D models generated using recently 
gathered daia 

Modeling of facilities in absence of a priori 
information 

Applicability to 
Multiple DOE Sites 

standard computing and interfaces Compatible with D&D robot systems 
Feasibility of 
Implementation 

based on commercially available 
software and sensing technologies 

Low risk 

to 



Table 4: Rosle mobile worksystem features & benefits 

EM Goal Rosie Worksystem Features Benefits Offered 

Reduction of 
Occupational Risks 

remote operation of tools and 
decontamination equipment 

Worker radiation exposure truly As Low As 
Reasonably Achievable 

Reduction of 
Occupational Risks 

large work envelope No need for scaffolding to put workers at elevation 

Reduction of 
Occupational Risks 

large payload capacity No need for complicated rigging to handle heavy 
objects 

Improved Operations dexterous manipulation Manipulation of hand tools & objects comparable to 
human worker 

Improved Operations 

large payload capacity Single-worker control of heavy tools 

Improved Operations 

high reliability 
electrically powered 

Multiple shift per day operation 
Potential uninterrupted operation 

Reduction of 
Environmental Impact 

remote operation In situ containerization of debris 
No waste stream of contaminated protective clothing 

Reduction of 
Environmental Impact 

forceful manipulation In situ size reduction of dismantled components 
Reduced Cost and 
Time for Remediation 

remote operation of tools and 
decontamination equipment 

Reduced worker protection requirements 
No unproductive worker suit-up and suit-down time 

Reduced Cost and 
Time for Remediation 

electrically powered Potential uninterrupted operation 
Minimal Secondary 
Waste Generation 

high force generation In situ size reduction of dismantled components Minimal Secondary 
Waste Generation 

precise motion control 
coordinated motion 

Optimal positioning decontamination equipment 
Selective removal of highly contaminated equipment 

Applicability to 
Multiple DOE Sites 

generous electrical and hydraulic 
supply output capacity 

Can power wide variety of tools and 
decontamination equipment 

Applicability to 
Multiple DOE Sites 

omni-directional locomotion High maneuverability in floor facilities 

Applicability to 
Multiple DOE Sites 

large work envelope Floor to ceiling reach 

Applicability to 
Multiple DOE Sites 

electrically powered Compatible with common power sources 

Applicability to 
Multiple DOE Sites 

modular design Reconfigurable to suit D&D application 

Applicability to 
Multiple DOE Sites 

standard control computing and 
interfaces 

Compatible with other D&D robot systems 

Feasibility of 
Implementation 

based on previously demonstrated 
mobile worksystem for D&D 

Low risk Feasibility of 
Implementation 

modular design emphasizing shelf-
available commercial components 

Low maintenance costs 
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